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Abstract.
differentiate in a corpus between authors represented by sub-corpuses. The assumption was
empirically confirmed on various corpuses and several languages. We extend the assumption to parts
of a single work, by replacing the corpus with the respective work and the sub-corpuses by segments
of the work. Highest similarity between successive parts of the work is assumed to indicate stylistic
coherence between those parts. In this way, we introduce a variant of Delta measure that we name
coherence Delta measure and that can serve in text segmentation based on stylistic features. We
expose an algorithm and apply the method to two works. The results support the applicability of the
method for text segmentation.
, coherence Delta measure.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The principal aim of this study is to apply stylometric tools to the segmentation of literary works,
especially memoirs and self-biographies, according to criteria related to chronologic events and attitude of
the writer toward those events,
reflected in the style of the sections of the texts.
For this purpose, we introduce a new stylometric measure roo
(see [1-3]),
which we modify to correspond to the goal of text segmentation based on stylistic coherence.
Stylometric analysis has many settings and several applications, including authorship analysis [1], [2]
[3], online identity verification [4], correcting authorship by de-attribution [5], detecting the gender of the
authors [6], finding fake news [7] and threats in cyber space [8] with potential positive and negative
(censuring) implication in policing the cyber space, analysis of legal corpuses [9], warding off and
combating spam messages [10], analysis of the scientific literature [11], plagiarism detection [12], and even
determining the age of unknown writers [13]. Stylometric tools were also used in narrowly specialized
applications, including combating censorship by stylistic anonymization [14], finding effects of aphasias on
the style of conversational speech [15], and analysis of chronology of the works [16] the latter topic being
the closest to the one dealt in this study. Several of these studies suggest
as a
suitable measure for the applications related with authorship [1-3].
W
assumption of stylistic coherence of the entire work of an author, we suggest that the stylistic coherence of a
text is imperfect and may be applied in segmenting that text. We suppose that the stylistic traits are related to
the attitude of the author with respect of the storyline and so, ceteris paribus, the style changes along the tale
depending what the author narrates. Thus, we question the stylistic coherence of the texts and use the change
in stylistic traits to detect its main parts.
The second section
e of a text. The algorithm for
applying the suggested measure is described in detail. The third part presents results of applying the inner
coherence measure for the segmentation task of a text of memoirs. The last section discusses the potential
extension of the method and its limits. This study is in line with and continues [17-19], but departs from
them in the method developed, which has stronger foundations and better suited to automatic analysis.
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Abstract. We consider a novel photon-limited image restoration technique in this research paper. The
proposed denoising approach uses a hyperbolic nonlinear fourth-order partial differential equationbased model that is treated mathematically here, its well-posedness being demonstrated. Its weak and
unique solution is then computed numerically, by solving the proposed PDE model using a finite
difference method-based numerical approximation algorithm. The obtained iterative approximation
scheme provides an effective Poisson noise removal, our successful restoration experiments being
also described.
Key words: photon-limited imaging, quantum noise, hyperbolic fourth-order partial differential
equation-based model, finite difference-based method, numerical approximation scheme.

1. INTRODUCTION
The photon image devices capture the images by counting the photon detections at various spatial
locations over a certain period of observation. Since this photon emission and detection process is
characterized by an inherently discrete nature, the signal-dependent errors of the image acquisition systems
generate the so called quantum or shot noise [1].
This type of noise deteriorates seriously the captured images both quantitatively and qualitatively,
producing the so called photon-limited images. The quantum noise is modelled as a Poisson process, obeying
a Poisson law. For this reason, it is also called Poison noise, being characterized by the next Poisson
probability distribution [2]:

P( n) =

e − n
, n 0.
n!

(1)

Many photon-limited image restoration techniques have been developed in the last decades. Some
classic nonlinear filters, such as the 2D median filter [3], can be used for the shot noise removal, but they are
not effective enough and may affect the essential image features. So, some much more effective quantum
denoising approaches have been introduced. They include the Non-Local Mean – NLM Poisson filter [4], the
Poisson Reducing Bilateral Filter – PRBF [5], the Multi Scale Variance Stabilizing Transform (MS-VST)
[6], the moving average filter and the wavelet-based filtering methods [7].
The partial differential equation (PDE) – based models have been widely used for image denoising and
restoration in the last 35 years, in both variational and non-variational form. While most of them represent
powerful additive Gaussian noise removal solutions [8], some PDE-based shot noise filtering algorithms
have been also developed.
The variational quantum denoising schemes are based on the total variation (TV) regularization [9,10].
While these models provide an effective Poisson noise filtering and conserve the boundaries, they may
generate the undesired image staircasing.
Fourth-order PDE models deal successfully with this unintended staircase effect. So, we consider here
a non-variational and nonlinear fourth-order PDE-based quantum noise removal framework that preserves
the essential image details and overcomes the undesirable effects.
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Abstract. An automatic multi-scale image edge detection technique is proposed in this research work.
The multiscale image analysis used by the proposed approach is based on a nonlinear anisotropic
diffusion-based scale-space that is constructed by applying the finite difference method-based
numerical approximation scheme of a novel well-posed second-order anisotropic diffusion model.
The image boundaries are detected at each scale of the obtained PDE-based scale-space by searching
for zero-crossings and applying some gradient magnitude thresholding procedures and morphological
operations. The edges determined at multiple scales are then combined, by using a fine-to-coarse edge
tracking approach, into the final edge detection result. Some boundary detection simulations and
method comparisons that prove the effectiveness of the proposed technique are also provided here.
Key words: edge detection, multi-scale image analysis, nonlinear anisotropic diffusion-based filter,
numerical approximation algorithm, fine-to-coarse boundary tracking.

1. INTRODUCTION
Edge detection represents a very important and challenging image analysis domain that has been
widely researched in the past 60 years. It includes various techniques that identify the image boundaries,
which contain the points in a digital image where its brightness has sharp discontinuities. These edges
correspond to the discontinuities in depth or in surface orientation, variations in scene illumination or
changes in material properties [1]. This boundary detection area has many image analysis and computer
vision applications, since edge information is required in various fields, such as the object detection and
tracking, pattern recognition, face, fingerprint and iris detection, biometric authentication, image
compression and remote sensing.
A variety of edge detectors have been developed in the last decades. The traditional detectors could be
grouped into two main categories. The first one includes the boundary detection techniques based on firstorder derivative of the image [2], such as the classical gradient operators introduced by Roberts, Sobel and
Prewitt. The second category includes the detection approaches based on the second-order derivative [3],
such as the Laplacian of a Gaussian (LoG) – based edge operator proposed by Marr and Hildreth [4]. The
most popular edge detector, which still represents the state-of-the-art in this field, is the multi-stage image
boundary detection algorithm developed by J. Canny [5].
Since the image edges represent multi-scales structures in nature and the human vision has also a multiscale character, a variety of multi-scale edge detection solutions have been proposed in the last years [6]. The
multi-scale and multi-resolution image analysis has been applied successfully to many image processing and
computer vision tasks, providing better results than the traditional approaches in these domains. The multiscale representations represent better solutions to extract the boundaries in natural scenes and work properly
in noisy conditions, reducing considerably the white additive image noise. The early work on multi-scale
edge detection used 2D Gaussian filtering at multiple scales given by , and fine-to-coarse and coarse-tofine boundary tracking procedures [7, 8]. The edge focusing techniques represent more performant methods
that detect the edges in a image filtered by a large scale Gaussian filter, by using adaptive thresholding, and
then combine the edge information by moving from a coarse-to-fine scale [9]. Another improved multiscale
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A novel partial differential equation (PDE) – based denoising
framework for photon-limited medical microscopy images is proposed in this article.
Such a microscopy image processing approach could be further applied in the analysis of
the medical images of viruses and bacteria, thus being useful in the context of the current
coronavirus pandemic. The considered technique is based on a nonlinear hyperbolic
second-order PDE model. The differential model is then solved numerically by applying
a consistent and fast converging finite difference-based iterative approximation
algorithm to it. The numerical approximation scheme provided here removes
successfully the Poisson noise from the microscopy images representing viruses like
COVID-19, while enhancing their essential details and thus facilitating their analysis.
Quantum denoising experiments and method comparison results are also described.
Medical informatics for epidemics, photon-limited microscopy
image, quantum noise, nonlinear hyperbolic second-order PDE model, finite differencebased method, numerical approximation algorithm.

1.
Microscopy imaging, which covers the use of microscope image processing and
analysis techniques [1], has taken a very important role in domains like medicine and
biological research. It helps visualize the miscroscopic world and detect and investigate
the causative agents of infectious diseases, such as various viruses and bacteria.
Depending on the type of the miscroscope used for the image aquisition process, various
microscopy imaging solutions, including the electron miscroscopy, fluorescence
microscopy and confocal microscopy have been developed.
Unfortunately, the acquisition devices may generate various types of noise in the
medical images. While they are most often affected by the well-known additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) [2], the occurrence of other types of noise in medical imaging
represents also a concern.
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Preface

In an age of explosive worldwide growth of electronic data storage and communications, effective protection of information has become a critical requirement.
With the exponential growth of wireless communications, Internet of Things,
and cloud computing, and the increasingly dominant roles played by electronic
commerce in every major industry, safeguarding the information in storage and travelling over the communication networks is increasingly becoming the most critical
and contentious challenges for the technology innovators.
This trend opens up signiﬁcant research activity for academics and their partners
(industrialists, governments, civil society, etc.) in order to establish essential and
intelligent bases for developing the active areas of networking, intelligent systems
and security.
This edited book aims to present scientiﬁc research and engineering applications
for the construction of intelligent systems and their various innovative applications
and services. The book also aims to provide an integrated view of the problems
to researchers, engineers, practitioners and to outline new topics in networks and
security.
This edition is the result of work accepted and presented at the Fourth International
Conference on Networks, Intelligent Systems and Security (NISS 2021) held on
April, 1–2, 2020, in Kenitra, Morocco. It brings together original research, work
carried out and proposed architectures on the main themes of the conference.
The goal of this book edition is constructing and building the basics and essentials
researches, innovations and applications that can help on the growth of the future
next generation of networks and intelligent systems.
We would like to acknowledge and thank Springer Nature staff for their support,
guidance and for the edition of this book.
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Finally, we wish to express our sincere thanks to Prof. Robert J. Howlett, Mr.
Aninda Bose and Ms. Sharmila Mary Panner Selvam for their kind support and help
to promote and develop research.
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